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10 問中、5 問以上で Pass!! 

→合格ごほうびは、シールではなく、各色 4 課題終了でハンカチ� 

Blue 1 : The Alphabets p.6 

1. Tell me green letters. … BEGQT cdegx 

2. Tell me blue letters.  … ADHMNRSZ msuqz  

3. Tell me red letters. … CLVW abiov 

4. Tell me orange letters. … FJPX fp 

5. Tell me brown letters. … IOY jy 

6. Can you find small green letters? … cdegx  

7. Can you find big blue letters? … ADHMNRSZ  

8. Can you find small red letters? … abiov 

9. Can you find big orange letters? … FKPX  

10. Can you find small brown letters? … jy 

 

Blue 2 : Let’s count! p.12 

1. Count the balloons. … One, two, three. 

2. How many red balloons are there? … There are two red balloons. 

3. Count the party hats. … One, two, three, four, five, six. 

4. How many yellow party hats are there? … There are three yellow party hats. 

5. Count the spoons. … One, two, three, four, five, six, seven. 

6. How many white spoons are there? … There is only one white spoon.  

7. Count the pieces of cake. … One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight. 

8. How many small pieces of cake are there? … There are four small pieces of cake. 

9. Count the red gifts. … One, two, three, four, five. 

10. How many small white gifts are there? … There are three small white gifts. 
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Blue 3 : In the House p.14

1. Who

2. Who is 

3. Who is 

4. Who is 

5. Who is 

6. Who is 

7. Who is 

8. Who is

9. Who is 

10. Where

 

Blue 4 : 

1. Who

2. Who is 

3. Who is 

4. Who is 

5. Who is 

6. Which

7. How

8. Who is 

9. How many letters are there on the sofa?

10. Can you tell me

 

 

Green 

1. Which

2. Look at the airport. Which is 

3. Which is 

4. Which is 

5. Which is 

6. Look in the sky. Which is 

7. Which is 

8. What

9. What is on the 

10. What is on the 

Blue 3 : In the House p.14

Who is blowing up a balloon

Who is wrapping a gift

Who is taking a bath

Who is eating a sandwich

Who is running upstairs

Who is taking a 

Who is in the

Who is in the

Who is in the

Where is Daisy

Blue 4 : At the Party

Who is angry

Who is sad?

Who is surprised

Who is sleepy

Who is happy

Which letter is

How many 

Who is crying

How many letters are there on the sofa?

Can you tell me

Green １ : Driving Through the Country p.6

Which is longer, 

Look at the airport. Which is 

Which is shorter

Which is faster

Which is dirtier

Look in the sky. Which is 

Which is taller

What is on the 

What is on the 

What is on the 

Blue 3 : In the House p.14

blowing up a balloon

wrapping a gift

taking a bath

eating a sandwich

running upstairs

taking a nap?

in the dining room

in the living room

in the bathroom

Daisy? … She

At the Party

angry? … Donald

? … Louie

surprised? …

sleepy? … Huey

happy? … Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

letter is on Daisy

 red balloons are there?

crying? … Louie

How many letters are there on the sofa?

Can you tell me the letters on the sofa

: Driving Through the Country p.6

longer, a train

Look at the airport. Which is 

shorter, a rowboat or a sailboat? 

faster, a motorcycle or a bicycle? 

dirtier, Donald’s car or Mickey’s? 

Look in the sky. Which is 

taller, a sailboat or a rowboat? 

on the brown

What is on the purple

What is on the orange

Blue 3 : In the House p.14

blowing up a balloon? …

wrapping a gift? … Minnie

taking a bath? … Goofy

eating a sandwich? … 

running upstairs? … Louie

? … Daisy and Mickey

dining room? … 

living room? … 

bathroom? … Goofy

She is in the 

At the Party 

Donald is.  

Louie is. 

… Daisy is.

Huey is. 

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

on Daisy? … B

red balloons are there?

Louie is. 

How many letters are there on the sofa?

the letters on the sofa

: Driving Through the Country p.6

a train or a bus?

Look at the airport. Which is bigger

rowboat or a sailboat? 

, a motorcycle or a bicycle? 

, Donald’s car or Mickey’s? 

Look in the sky. Which is smaller

, a sailboat or a rowboat? 

brown bridge? 

purple bridge? 

orange bridge? 

Blue 3 : In the House p.14 

… Clarabelle

Minnie is. 

Goofy is.  

 Donald is.

Louie is. 

Daisy and Mickey

 Minnie and Donald

 Huey, Mickey, and Clarabelle

Goofy is. 

in the bedroom

 p.22 

 

is.  

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

B. 

red balloons are there? … There are 

How many letters are there on the sofa? 

the letters on the sofa? 

: Driving Through the Country p.6

a bus? … A t

bigger, a blue airplane or an 

… A 

rowboat or a sailboat? 

, a motorcycle or a bicycle? 

, Donald’s car or Mickey’s? 

smaller, a green airplane or a red one?

, a sailboat or a rowboat? 

? … A tarin

bridge? … A bicycle

bridge? … A bus 

Clarabelle is.  

is. 

Daisy and Mickey are. 

Minnie and Donald

Huey, Mickey, and Clarabelle

bedroom. 

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

There are five

 … There are 

 … R, K, V

: Driving Through the Country p.6

train is longer than a bus.

, a blue airplane or an 

A blue airplane

rowboat or a sailboat? … A rowboat

, a motorcycle or a bicycle? … A motorcycle

, Donald’s car or Mickey’s? … Donad’s car

, a green airplane or a red one?

… A green airplane

, a sailboat or a rowboat? … A sailboat

tarin is. 

bicycle and a motorcycle

 is. 

Minnie and Donald are. 

Huey, Mickey, and Clarabelle

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

five red balloons

There are three

R, K, V. 

: Driving Through the Country p.6

is longer than a bus.

, a blue airplane or an orange one

blue airplane is bigger than an orange one.

rowboat is shorter than a sailboat.

motorcycle is faster than a bicycle.

Donad’s car is dirtier than Mickey’s.

, a green airplane or a red one?

green airplane

sailboat is taller than a rowboat.

motorcycle

Huey, Mickey, and Clarabelle are. 

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy

red balloons. 

three letters on the sofa.

: Driving Through the Country p.6 

is longer than a bus. 

orange one

is bigger than an orange one.

is shorter than a sailboat.

is faster than a bicycle.

is dirtier than Mickey’s.

, a green airplane or a red one? 

green airplane is smaller than a

is taller than a rowboat.

motorcycle are.  

Mickey, Pluto, Clarabelle, Minnie, Dewey, and Goofy are. 

letters on the sofa.

orange one? 

is bigger than an orange one.

is shorter than a sailboat.

is faster than a bicycle.

is dirtier than Mickey’s.

is smaller than a

is taller than a rowboat. 

letters on the sofa. 

is bigger than an orange one. 

is shorter than a sailboat. 

is faster than a bicycle. 

is dirtier than Mickey’s. 

is smaller than a red one. 
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Green 

1. Find

2. What

3. Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

4. Find the big yellow circle. What is it?

5. What is in

6. What is in the blue square window?

7. What shape is the sun?

8. Please find

9. Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

10. Please find the brown circle.

 

Green 3

1. Look at the fish 20. Go down one fish. 

2. What

3. What number is the 

4. What number is the 

5. What number is the

6. What

7. What color is the 

8. What color is the 

9. What number is the 

10. What number is the 

 

Green 

1. Who

2. Who is 

3. Who is 

4. Who is 

5. Who is 

6. Who is 

7. What

8. What do you 

9. What do you 

10. What do you 

 

 

 

Green ２ : 

Find the pink oval. 

What shape

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

Find the big yellow circle. What is it?

What is in the red square window?

What is in the blue square window?

What shape is the sun?

Please find

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

Please find the brown circle.

Green 3 : 

Look at the fish 20. Go down one fish. 

What number

What number is the 

What number is the 

What number is the

What color

What color is the 

What color is the 

What number is the 

What number is the 

 

Green 4 : 

Who is listening to the story about the house

Who is dreaming about baseball

Who is singing a song about eyes and ears

Who is thinking about baseball

Who is singing about a rainy day

Who is thinking about a dark house

What do you 

What do you 

What do you 

What do you 

: In the City

the pink oval. What

shape is the music store sign?

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

Find the big yellow circle. What is it?

the red square window?

What is in the blue square window?

What shape is the sun?

Please find the brown triangle. What is it?

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

Please find the brown circle.

: Let’s go fishing!

Look at the fish 20. Go down one fish. 

number is the 

What number is the longest orange

What number is the shortest blue

What number is the scariest yellow

 is the biggest

What color is the smallest

What color is the longest

What number is the prettiest purple

What number is the happiest red

: It’s raining

listening to the story about the house

dreaming about baseball

singing a song about eyes and ears

thinking about baseball

singing about a rainy day

thinking about a dark house

do you smell with?

What do you see with?

What do you hear with?

What do you clap with?

the City 

What is it?

is the music store sign?

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

Find the big yellow circle. What is it?

the red square window?

What is in the blue square window?

What shape is the sun? … It’s a 

the brown triangle. What is it?

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

Please find the brown circle. What is it?

s go fishing!

Look at the fish 20. Go down one fish. 

is the biggest yellow

longest orange

shortest blue

scariest yellow

biggest fish of all?

smallest fish of all?

longest fish of all?

prettiest purple

happiest red

s raining! 

listening to the story about the house

dreaming about baseball

singing a song about eyes and ears

thinking about baseball

singing about a rainy day

thinking about a dark house

with? … I smell with my 

with? … I see with my 

with? … I hear with my 

with? … I clap with my 

 p.8 

is it? … It’s a 

is the music store sign? … 

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

Find the big yellow circle. What is it? …

the red square window? … It

What is in the blue square window? … It

It’s a circle. 

the brown triangle. What is it?

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

… 

What is it? 

s go fishing! p.

Look at the fish 20. Go down one fish. Wh

biggest yellow fish?

longest orange fish?

shortest blue fish? …

scariest yellow fish?

fish of all? … It’

fish of all? …

fish of all? … It’

prettiest purple fish?

happiest red fish? …

 p.22 

listening to the story about the house

dreaming about baseball? … Pluto

singing a song about eyes and ears

thinking about baseball? … Minnie

singing about a rainy day? … Daisy

thinking about a dark house? … 

I smell with my 

I see with my 

I hear with my 

I clap with my 

 flower. 

 It’s a rectangle

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it?

… It’s the sun

It’s a plant

It’s a fan. 

 

the brown triangle. What is it? … It’s a 

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

 It’s a traffic light

 … It’s a cookie

p.14 

Which number

fish? … It’s 65

fish? … It’s 35

… It’s 80.

fish? … It’s 95

It’s green.

… It’s pink.

It’s grey. 

fish? … It’s 60

… It’s 15. 

listening to the story about the house? … 

Pluto is. 

singing a song about eyes and ears? … Goofy

Minnie is. 

Daisy is. 

 Huey is. 

I smell with my nose

I see with my eyes. 

I hear with my ears. 

I clap with my hands. 

rectangle. 

Find the blue triangle with a green circle. What is it? … It’s a 

sun. 

plant. 

 

It’s a sandwich

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in

traffic light. 

cookie. 

number is it? 

65. 

35. 

. 

95. 

. 

. 

 

60. 

 

 Huey, Dewey, 

Goofy is. 

 

nose. 

 

 

It’s a flag. 

sandwich. 

Please find the rectangle with red, yellow, and green circles in it. What is it?

 

 … It’s 40.

Huey, Dewey, and Louie

it. What is it?  

. 

and Louie are.   
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Lime 1 : The Circus Train p.4 

1. What’s inside the first car? … The lions are. 

2. What’s inside the second car? … The acrobats are. 

3. What’s inside the third car? … The horses are. 

4. What’s inside the sixth car? … The elephants are. 

5. What’s inside the fourth car? … The tigers are.  

6. Which car is missing a wheel? What number is it?  

… The first car is. / The car number one is. 

7. Which car is missing a number? … The third car is. / The car number three is. 

8. Which car is missing its roof? … The second car is. / The car number two is. 

9. Which car is missing its sign? … The seventh car is. / The car number seven is. 

10.  How many cars are there? … There are eight cars.  

 

Lime ２ : What should I buy? p.8 

1. Who is holding boxes? … Huey is. 

2. Who is holding two bags? … Louie is. 

3. Name three kinds of drinks. … a cup of lemonade, a carton of milk,  

a box of orange juice, a can of soda,  

a cup of hot chocolate, a bottle of water, a bottle of iced tea 

4. Name three kinds of food. … a cup of fruit, a bag of lollipop, a bag of cookies, 

a bag of cotton candy, a bag of chips, French fries, a hot dog  

a box/bag/bucket of popcorn, a bag/box/can of peanuts, 

a bag/box/piece of candy, a candy bar  

5. Name three kinds of toys. … stuffed animals : a toy bear, a toy lion, a toy elephant, 

a box of toy whistles, a clown cup, a toy trumpet, a clown wig, 

a bag of clown noses, a toy drum 

6. Who is holding lemonade? … Dewey is. 

7. Who is holding a purse? … Daisy is. 

8. What does Huey want to buy? … He wants to buy some popcorn. 

9. What does Dewey want to buy? … He wants to buy some peanuts. 

10. What does Louie want to buy? … He wants to buy some candy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lime 

1. Count the lions.

2. How

3. How many 

4. How many tigers

5. How many elephants have short trunks

6. Which

7. Which animal is on the elephant’s back?

8. How many tigers are in the cage

9. How many elephants are afraid

10. How many lions are afraid

 

Lime 

1. Who

2. Who is jumping through a hoop?

3. Who is juggling a ball?

4. Which

5. Who is holding too many balloons?

6. Who is swinging from a ring?

7. Where

8. Is there

9. Is there any candy at the candy stand?

10. Are there

 

 

Yellow 

1. Find the clock

2. Find the clock near

3. Find the clock near

4. Find the clock near

5. Find the clock 

6. Find the clock near

7. At 

8. At 

9. At 

10. At 

 

 

 

Lime ３ : Circus Animals

Count the lions.

How many 

How many 

How many tigers

How many elephants have short trunks

Which animals are jumping

Which animal is on the elephant’s back?

How many tigers are in the cage

How many elephants are afraid

How many lions are afraid

Lime ４ : The Crazy Mixed

Who is in the lion cage?

Who is jumping through a hoop?

Who is juggling a ball?

Which animal

Who is holding too many balloons?

Who is swinging from a ring?

Where is the popcorn man?

Is there too much popcorn on the popcorn stand?

Is there any candy at the candy stand?

Are there too many tigers in the cage?

Yellow １ : Going to School 

Find the clock

Find the clock near

Find the clock near

Find the clock near

Find the clock 

Find the clock near

At 8:15, who

At 8:55, who 

At 8:30, who 

At 8:00, who 

Circus Animals

Count the lions. … One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

 elephants

How many tigers are there?

How many tigers are 

How many elephants have short trunks

animals are jumping

Which animal is on the elephant’s back?

How many tigers are in the cage

How many elephants are afraid

How many lions are afraid

The Crazy Mixed

the lion cage?

Who is jumping through a hoop?

Who is juggling a ball?

animal is in the candy stand?

Who is holding too many balloons?

Who is swinging from a ring?

is the popcorn man?

too much popcorn on the popcorn stand?

Is there any candy at the candy stand?

too many tigers in the cage?

: Going to School 

Find the clock near Daisy

Find the clock near Clarabelle

Find the clock near Donald

Find the clock near Mickey

Find the clock near Goofy

Find the clock near Minnie

who leaves their house

who waits for her class

who arrives at work

who sounds a

Circus Animals

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

elephants are there

are there? …

are not afraid

How many elephants have short trunks

animals are jumping? …

Which animal is on the elephant’s back?

How many tigers are in the cage

How many elephants are afraid

How many lions are afraid? …

The Crazy Mixed

the lion cage? … Minnie

Who is jumping through a hoop?

Who is juggling a ball? … Donald

is in the candy stand?

Who is holding too many balloons?

Who is swinging from a ring? …

is the popcorn man? …

too much popcorn on the popcorn stand?

Is there any candy at the candy stand?

too many tigers in the cage?

: Going to School 

Daisy. What

Clarabelle.

Donald. What time is it? 

Mickey. What time is it? 

Goofy. What time is it? 

Minnie. What time is it? 

leaves their house

waits for her class

arrives at work? 

asleep? …

 【おしゃべり

価格:3500

英語で時間

Circus Animals p.14  

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

are there? … There are 

… There are 

not afraid? … Two

How many elephants have short trunks?

… The lion

Which animal is on the elephant’s back?

How many tigers are in the cage? … Four

How many elephants are afraid? … Two

… Two lions are afraid.

The Crazy Mixed-Up Circus

Minnie is. 

Who is jumping through a hoop? … Mickey

Donald is. 

is in the candy stand? … 

Who is holding too many balloons? … Huey

… The candy man

… In the tiger cage

too much popcorn on the popcorn stand?

Is there any candy at the candy stand? …

too many tigers in the cage? …

: Going to School p.4

What time is it?

. What time is it? 

What time is it? 

What time is it? 

What time is it? 

What time is it? 

leaves their house? … Mickey

waits for her class? … Minnie

 … Goofy d

… Donald 

おしゃべり時計】 

3500円+税 注文番号

時間を教えてくれます

 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

There are three

There are five tigers

Two tigers are not afraid.

? … One elephant has a short trunk.

lion is jumping.

Which animal is on the elephant’s back? … The lion

Four tigers are in the cage.

Two elephants are afraid.

lions are afraid.

Up Circus

Mickey is. 

 A tiger is.

Huey is. 

candy man is.

tiger cage. 

too much popcorn on the popcorn stand? …

… Yes, there

… Yes, there are

p.4 

is it? … It’s 

What time is it? …

What time is it? … It’s 

What time is it? … It’s 

What time is it? … It’s 

What time is it? … It’s 

Mickey does. 

Minnie does. 

does.  

does.  

 

注文番号：555-16191

くれます♪ 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

three elephants

tigers. 

tigers are not afraid.

elephant has a short trunk.

is jumping. 

lion is on the elephant’s back. 

tigers are in the cage.

elephants are afraid.

lions are afraid. 

Up Circus p.22 

is. 

is. 

 

… Yes, there

, there is. 

, there are. 

It’s 7:30. 

… It’s 7:45

It’s 8:00. 

It’s 8:15. 

It’s 8:30. 

It’s 8:55. 

 

 

16191 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten

elephants. 

tigers are not afraid. 

elephant has a short trunk.

is on the elephant’s back. 

tigers are in the cage. 

elephants are afraid. 

 

, there is. 

7:45. 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve

elephant has a short trunk. 

is on the elephant’s back. 

, eleven, twelve.

is on the elephant’s back.  
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Yellow 

1. What

2. What color is the word, 

3. What color is the word, 

4. What color is the word, 

5. What color is the word, 

6. What color is the word, 

7. On 

8. On 

9. What

10.  What time do we 

 

 

Yellow 

1. What

2. What does 

3. What does 

4. Who

5. Who 

6. Who 

7. Who 

8. Who 

9. Who 

10. What

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yellow 

1. Please name

2. Please tell me

            

                             

Yellow 2 : 

What color

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

On Monday

On Wednesday

What time 

What time do we 

Yellow 3 : 

What does 

What does 

What does 

Who looks for 

Who puts out fires

Who cleans the zoo

Who rides a horse

Who performs magic

Who takes care of sick people

What is Clarabelle’s job?

Yellow 4 : 

Please name

Please tell me

            

                             

: At School

 is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

What color is the word, 

Monday at nine o’clock, 

Wednesday at one

 do we eat lunch

What time do we draw pictures

: When I Grow Up

does Huey want to be 

What does Dewey want to be when he grows up?

What does Louie want to be when he grows up?

looks for clues? Who

puts out fires? Who

cleans the zoo? Who

rides a horse? Who

performs magic? Who

takes care of sick people

is Clarabelle’s job?

: The monkeys did it!

Please name all the zoo animals in the picture. 

… Kangaroo

Please tell me two things that the monkeys took.

             … Clarabell

                             

At School p.

is the word, Monday

What color is the word, Tuesday

What color is the word, Wednesday

What color is the word, Thursday

What color is the word, Friday

What color is the word, Saturday and Sunday

o’clock, what

one o’clock, what do we do? 

eat lunch on 

draw pictures

When I Grow Up

want to be when he grows up

want to be when he grows up?

want to be when he grows up?

? Who solves mysteries

? Who drives a

? Who feeds

? Who wears a big hat and cowboy boots

? Who waves a magic wand

takes care of sick people? Who

is Clarabelle’s job? … It’s a 

The monkeys did it!

all the zoo animals in the picture. 

Kangaroo, tiger

o things that the monkeys took.

Clarabelle’s 

                             

p.6 

Monday? … It’s 

Tuesday? … It’s 

Wednesday? … 

Thursday? … It’s 

Friday? … It’s red

Saturday and Sunday

what do we do? 

o’clock, what do we do? 

on Friday? …

draw pictures on Thursday

When I Grow Up p.8

when he grows up

want to be when he grows up?

want to be when he grows up?

solves mysteries

drives a fire engine

feeds all the animals in the zoo

wears a big hat and cowboy boots

waves a magic wand

? Who works in a hospital

It’s a bus driver

The monkeys did it!

all the zoo animals in the picture. 

tiger, monkey

o things that the monkeys took.

s umbrella, 

                             (5 個の物の中から

It’s blue. 

It’s purple. 

 It’s green.

It’s orange.

red. 

Saturday and Sunday? …

do we do? … We 

o’clock, what do we do? … We 

… At twelve o’clock

Thursday? …

8 

when he grows up? …

want to be when he grows up? …

want to be when he grows up? …

solves mysteries? … A 

fire engine? … A 

the animals in the zoo

wears a big hat and cowboy boots

waves a magic wand? 

works in a hospital

bus driver. 

The monkeys did it! p.22 

all the zoo animals in the picture. (9 points)

monkey, hippopotamus

o things that the monkeys took. (1 point

, hairbrush

個の物の中から 2

. 

. 

… It’s brown

We read a book

We sing songs

twelve o’clock.

… At one o’clock

… He wants to be a 

… He wants to be a 

… He wants to be a 

A detective does.

A firefighter / fireman

the animals in the zoo? …

wears a big hat and cowboy boots? 

? … A magician

works in a hospital? … 

 

(9 points) 

hippopotamus, bear

(1 point) 

hairbrush, camera, 

2 個言う) 

brown. 

read a book / books.

sing songs / a song.

. 

o’clock. 

He wants to be a cowboy

He wants to be a 

He wants to be a fireman

does. 

firefighter / fireman

… A zookeeper

? … A cowboy

magician does.

 A doctor 

bear, elephant

, sunglasses

/ books. 

/ a song. 

cowboy or a 

He wants to be a detective

fireman or a 

firefighter / fireman does. 

zookeeper does.

cowboy does. 

does. 

 does. 

elephant, zebra

sunglasses, and notebook

or a zookeeper

detective or a doctor

or a magician

does. 

 

zebra, giraffe, 

notebook. 

6 

zookeeper. 

doctor. 

magician. 

, lion.  


